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Abstract—Recently, advances in artificial intelligence have
been rapidly driven by the development of large-scale language
models, such as GPT-4. These models, trained on more ex-
tensive datasets, show remarkable performance across diverse
natural language tasks. However, leveraging these models to
create effective services can be resource-intensive. Particularly,
in addition to the cost of refining and preprocessing data, getting
a large amount of data and training them is very challenging.
In this paper, we propose an uncertainty-based active learning
approach with ensemble technique to enhance the performance
of a natural language classification model using limited data.
We achieve higher performance with less data regardless of data
characteristics and the number of classes.

Index Terms—NLP, Active Learning, Uncertainty

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there have been rapid advances in the field of
artificial intelligence due to the development of large-scale lan-
guage models such as GPT-4 [1]. These large-scale language
models [2] [3], which are much larger in scale than previous
language models, have been trained on a significantly large
amount of data, resulting in improved performance across
various natural language tasks. Various services are being
developed by using these large-scale language models.

To develop services that provide good model performance, it
is essential to fine-tune the model for specific tasks. However,
using large-scale language models to create effective services
is challenging. Training such models requires a substantial
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amount of data and computational resources, leading to con-
cern about a huge cost. The process of refining and pre-
processing an extensive amount of data consumes significant
human resources and time. Working with domain-specific data
or specialized fields, like healthcare, also involves costs and
time for data validation.

Moreover, running large-scale language models typically
requires enterprise-level hardware rather than standard per-
sonal equipment. For instance, GPT-3 [4] needs approximately
5,000 hours for training using 8 NVIDIA H100 designed
for generative AI [5]. The cost of such equipment can be
unaffordable for individual researchers. As a result, some
researchers are focusing on fine-tuning small-scale language
models to achieve better performance on specific tasks com-
pared to large-scale language models. However, even in this
process, having an ample amount of high-quality data remains
crucial for achieving good performance. Therefore, reducing
the cost of collecting and preprocessing the data emerges as a
significant factor.

In this paper, we propose an uncertainty-based active learn-
ing approach with ensemble technique, Uncertainty Ensemble
(UE), to achieve high performance with relatively less data by
prioritizing the data that can have the most significant impact
on improving the model’s performance. Active learning based
on uncertainty aims to strategically select a subset of data with
the highest uncertainty, thus optimizing the cost of the learning
process. By incorporating ensemble techniques with active
learning, our approach leverages the strengths of variously
defined uncertainty to address the challenges posed by scarce
data. We use various natural language classification tasks as
experimental scenarios. We also generate augmented datasets
for each scenario, generated using rule-based augmentation
techniques to minimize data validation costs. By using UE
approach, we achieve higher performance with a smaller
amount of data. Furthermore, regardless of data characteristics
and the number of classes, there are significant performance
improvements.
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II. RELATED WORKS

A. Uncertainty-based Active Learning approach

Language models generally improve in performance as they
are trained on more data. Therefore, many studies are being
conducted to secure sufficient data with minimal cost.

However, it’s not possible to infinitely add more data. While
there is a limit to how much performance can be improved by
adding more training data, the training cost can increase with-
out bounds. To address this, many researchers study an active
learning approach. Active learning approaches aim to reduce
training costs while also minimizing data labeling expenses.
It involves selecting data that would be most beneficial to the
model’s learning process, prioritizing data with high utility,
and labeling them for model training. This approach involves
selectively choosing the most impactful data to train the model.
There are various approaches to select data that model needs
to study first.

[6] is a publication that summarizes active learning ap-
proaches researched up to the time of its publication. It
provides definitions of active learning approaches and presents
various query strategies. Among them, a commonly used
approach considers uncertainty, as higher uncertainty often
leads to a greater learning effect. Defining uncertainty in
different ways results in three distinct techniques:

First, Least Confidence [6] [7] defines higher uncertainty
for data with lower top-1 prediction probabilities. This is
because when the model predicts a label with low confidence,
it indicates uncertainty about that label, thus we choose such
data for priority in model’s learning process.

Second, Margin Sampling [6] [8] defines higher uncertainty
for data with smaller differences between the top-1 and top-
2 prediction probabilities. This suggests that when the model
struggles to distinguish between top-1 and top-2 and is uncer-
tain about the correct label, the data is uncertain.

Third, Maximum Entropy [6] defines higher uncertainty
based on the entropy of each data. Since entropy is used to
measure the amount of information, data with higher entropy
implies that the model has less knowledge about it. Thus, these
data points are prioritized for model’s learning process as they
hold valuable information that the model needs to learn first.

However, all three approaches are vulnerable to outliers,
leading to the exploration of alternative active learning ap-
proaches based on factors other than uncertainty [6] [9] [10].

First, Query by Committee [6] [9] uses ensemble approach
to collect predictions from different models. Data with the
most disagreement among the models is selected for priority
in model’s learning process. While it outperforms uncertainty-
based approaches, the downside is the higher computational
cost and workload of training multiple models. Moreover,
limitations arise in models like BERT, where meaningful
committee votes might be challenging to obtain.

Second, Core-set [10] prioritizes diverse data points by
calculating distances between data points based on their
convolutional features, representative data points are selected
as a core-set to be trained first. The Core-set outperforms
other active learning methods in image classification problems.
However, there is a limitation in applying this approach to
natural language classification problems.

In this paper, we propose an active learning approach to
reduce the cost of learning and data processing. We ensemble
uncertainty-based active learning approaches that minimize
the increase in training costs. We define data prioritization
according to the highest consensus of opinions on these
uncertainty-based active learning approaches which implies a
need for model’s learning process. Additionally, we use this
active learning approach on augmented data generated through
rule-based data augmentation to prioritize and select sampled
data. Finally, we estimate the learning cost changes by the
time of validation of the sampled data and training with it.

B. Rule-based Data Augmentation technique

A model requires a substantial amount of data for good
performance, which demands significant costs and time. Re-
sources are also needed to refine and preprocess the data
to make it suitable for training. In specialized fields like
healthcare, there’s an additional expenditure of time and
effort for inspecting the final dataset. Consequently, rule-
based augmentation techniques that minimize refinement and
inspection costs are often favored over generative model-
based augmentation techniques that need detailed inspection
by many experts. [11] introduces rule-based data augmentation
techniques for symptom expression data, considering specific
linguistic characteristics of the Korean language. Therefore, in
this paper, we generated augmented data using this rule-based
augmentation technique to minimize data inspection costs.

III. DATASETS

We use three Korean text datasets for this paper. These
include two datasets from the medical domain, considered as
a specialized field, and one dataset containing everyday con-
versations, considered as a more general field than the medical
domain. These diverse datasets with varying characteristics are
used in our experiments.

Table I shows the sizes of the base versions of the three
datasets as well as the augmented data generated using rule-
based augmentation techniques.

TABLE I
SIZES OF EACH DATASET

sym base sym aug loc base loc aug conv half conv aug

Train 21,860 382,167 18,786 328,757 43,631 390,709
Test 4,184 71,732 3,603 61,733 10,962 98,587

* ’sym’ stands for ’symptom’, ’loc’ stands for ’symptom location’, and
’conv’ stands for ’conversation’.
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A. Korean Symptom Expression Dataset

1) Symptom Classification

[11] constructed a patient symptom expression dataset for
a total of 305 symptoms by excluding symptoms related to
rare diseases, mental disorders, and pediatric conditions from
the 1,005 symptoms provided by Asan Medical Center.

2) Symptom Location Classification

The symptom expression dataset presented in [11] had 305
classes, resulting in suboptimal classification performance. To
address this, we create a scenario to train with fewer classes
on the same data. Asan Medical Center provides information
about the body parts where most symptoms occur. Thus,
we make a mapping dictionary that replaced symptoms with
corresponding symptom locations. Additionally, we make a
subset of symptom-expression pairs containing symptom loca-
tion information and conduct a process to replace symptoms
with their corresponding symptom location. This led to the
construction of a symptom expression dataset with a total of
11 categories of symptom location.

3) Rule-based Data Augmentation

We use the rule-based data augmentation technique pro-
posed in [11] to make an augmented symptom expression
dataset. Therefore, the augmented dataset is generated by using
the repetition factor of 5.

B. Korean Everyday Conversation Dataset

1) Conversation Topic Classification

AIHub has released a Korean everyday conversation dataset
[12] covering 20 conversation topics. To facilitate manageable
training time, we randomly sample half of the total data and
use it for training.

2) Rule-based Data Augmentation

We use the rule-based data augmentation technique
proposed in [11]. Since the data length exceeded that of the
symptom expression dataset, the rate of change was set to
0.1 and the repetition factor was set to 1.

IV. METHODS

Active learning approach is one of the various strategies
used to improve the model performance with lower resource.
Active learning aims to reduce training costs while minimizing
data processing expenses. Therefore, this approach focuses
on prioritizing and sampling data that can offer the most
significant performance improvement of the model.

A. Random Sampling (RS)

Random Sampling is an active learning approach which
randomly extracts the sample dataset. As this approach doesn’t
have a specific sampling standard, it is often used as a base-
line for comparing the performance of other active learning

approaches. Thus, in each sampling iteration, 10,000 data are
randomly extracted from the augmented dataset.

B. Uncertainty-based Sampling

Uncertainty-based Sampling is an active learning approach
which uses uncertainty as a sampling standard. Thus, it can
reduce the costs of training and data processing effectively.

1) Least Confidence (LC)

Least Confidence defines higher uncertainty for data with
lower top-1 prediction probabilities by the model. Therefore,
we predict the augmented dataset with a model trained on the
base datasets and extract the top 10,000 data with the lowest
top-1 prediction probabilities in each sampling iteration.

LC is a basic approach of uncertainty-based active learn-
ing approaches. Therefore, we use the LC’s performance in
experiments to compare with the performance of UE.

2) Margin Sampling (MS)

Margin Sampling considers higher uncertainty for data
where the difference between the top-1 and top-2 prediction
probabilities is smaller. We predict the augmented dataset
with the same model we mentioned in LC and compute the
difference between the top-1 and top-2 prediction probabilities.
The top 10,000 data with the smallest differences are selected
as the samples in each sampling iteration.

3) Maximum Entropy (ME)

Maximum Entropy defines higher uncertainty for data with
higher entropy values. We predict the augmented dataset with
the same model we mentioned in LC. The entropy for each
data is calculated based on its prediction probabilities, and the
top 10,000 data with the highest entropy values are chosen as
the samples in each sampling iteration.

C. Uncertainty Ensemble (UE)

We propose a new active learning approach that combines
uncertainty-based active learning approaches with ensemble
technique to minimize the increase in training costs. The data
to be prioritized for training are determined by the highest
consensus of opinions from LC, MS, and ME. We extract
10,000 data points from each approach, remove duplicated data
from the resulting 30,000 data, sort them based on the scores,
summation of priority, and finally select the top 10,000 data
in each sampling iteration.

Algorithm 1 explains UE approach in pseudocode. With a
sample quantity(size), set to 10,000, subsets of samples are
drawn from uncertainty-based LC, MS, and ME. These three
subsets are combined to create a samplepool. The unique data
values that appear in the samplepool are sorted in ascending
order based on their occurrence frequency, and the top 10,000
data are selected to be used as UE samples.
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Algorithm 1 Uncertainty Ensemble
Require: sample quantity size

Base Dataset Dbase, Augmented Dataset Daug

Least Confidence Function flc
Margin Sampling Function fms

Maximum Entropy Function fme

// All function returns sampled data which is extracted with
each active learning approach.

0: procedure UNCERTAINTY ENSEMBLE(Dbase, Daug, size)
0: Dpool = Daug - Dbase

0: samplelc = flc(Dpool, size)
0: samplems = fms(Dpool, size)
0: sampleme = fme(Dpool, size)
0:
0: samplepool = samplelc + samplems + sampleme

0:
0: samplescore = samplepool.value counts()
0: samplesorted = samplescore.sort values(ascending=False)
0:
0: sampledata = samplesorted[:size]
0: Dnew train = Dbase + sampledata
0:
0: return Dnew train

V. EXPERIMENTS

To analyze the impact of the active learning approaches
mentioned in Section IV on the performance and training
cost of natural language classification models, the following
experiments were conducted by using KoBERT [13], a widely-
used model for Korean language classification tasks.

A. Experimental Scenarios

1) Base Dataset

For each dataset, experiments were conducted by using the
base datasets. The baseline performances are defined as the
result of this experimental scenario.

2) Augmented Dataset

For each dataset, experiments were conducted by using the
augmented datasets. The goal performance for active learning
approaches is served as the result of this experimental scenario.

3) Active Learning approach

For each dataset, we define the data pool which has the
data only from the augmented dataset, not from the base
dataset. We extract 10,000 data from data pools using the RS,
LC, and UE methods defined in Section IV. These samples
are combined with the base dataset to form a new training
dataset. Subsequently, we train the model used in the Base
Dataset scenario with the new training dataset. The sampling
and training processes are repeated until we achieve the goal
performance of active learning approaches.

B. Results

We conducted 3 natural language classification experimental
scenarios for each dataset. All experiments measured the
model’s performance based on the F1 score and the training
cost based on the average training time per epoch and the
total training time. All results are the average score or time of
more than 5 repetitions of the same experiment. In the case
of active learning approaches, the performance achieved with
the augmented dataset was defined as the goal performance,
and active learning sampling and training were repeated until
the goal performance was achieved. For active learning, the
training time included both the sampling and training pro-
cesses, and this was defined as Active Learning time (AL
time). Furthermore, instead of model epochs, ‘sampling once
and training until model converges’ was defined as one active
learning process, and the number of process iterations was
defined as Active Learning count (AL count).

In all experiments, most of the total AL time was highest
for RS, followed by LC and UE. RS takes the longest time
because randomly extracted sample confuses the model.
As LC has the outlier problem, the model was confused
by the outlier data. But UE alleviate the outlier problem
with ensemble technique, thus, UE’s AL time was shortest
in most experiments. Additionally, all three experiments
achieved performance improvements with less than half of the
augmented dataset, and the additional training cost was also
less than half of the augmented dataset. These results indicate
that active learning approaches can achieve good performance
while reducing data processing and training costs. But RS
and LC have many non-improvement results during the
repetitions of the experiment, because of the random and
outlier problem. However, based on these results, UE allows
us to consider three uncertainties to select proper data for
model’s performance improvement, with less impact of outlier
problem in uncertainty-based on active learning approaches.
Therefore, UE is better than RS and LC for achieving both
performance improvement and resource savings.

1) Symptom Classification

In both the Base Dataset and Augmented Dataset scenarios,
symptom classification experiments showed F1 scores of
0.75 and 0.82, respectively, resulting in an improvement of
approximately 0.07 with the augmented dataset. When using
active learning approaches, RS, LC, and UE all achieved
improved results of 0.78, 0.79, and 0.81, respectively,
compared to the baseline performance. However, RS and
LC did not achieve the goal performance of 0.82 and
converged. RS and LC did not show significant improvement
after the first active learning process, leading to a marginal
improvement and convergence. UE demonstrated a stable
performance improvement before convergence but required
more AL time than RS.
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF SYMPTOM CLASSIFICATION

Base Dataset Augmented Dataset Random Sampling Least Confidence Uncertainty Ensemble

F1 score 0.75 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.81
Avg. training time/epoch 24M:22S 2H:37M:55S - - -

Total training time 2D:17H:2M:20S 2D:20H:26M:8S - - -
Avg. AL time/AL count - - 3H:49M:19S 2H:56M:31S 2H:19M:28S

Total AL time - - 7H:38M:38S 5H:53M:2S 9H:17M:52S
Total added data - - 20,000 20,000 40,000

TABLE III
RESULTS OF SYMPTOM LOCATION CLASSIFICATION

Base Dataset Augmented Dataset Random Sampling Least Confidence Uncertainty Ensemble

F1 score 0.75 0.93 0.78 0.81 0.93
Avg. training time/epoch 20M:50S 3H:10M:53S - - -

Total training time 9H:43M:21S 1D:14H:10M:37S - - -
Avg. AL time/AL count - - 2H:38M:48S 2H:10M:20S 1H:38M:7S

Total AL time - - 7H:56M:24S 8H:41M:20S 6H:32M:28S
Total added data - - 30,000 40,000 40,000

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF CONVERSATION TOPIC CLASSIFICATION

Base Dataset Augmented Dataset Random Sampling Least Confidence Uncertainty Ensemble

F1 score 0.41 0.48 0.44 0.44 0.48
Avg. training time/epoch 53M:36S 13H:18M:55S - - -

Total training time 1D:1H:54M:48S 6D:15H:47M:3S - - -
Avg. AL time/AL count - - 2H:32M:6S 2H:56M:56S 1H:41M:42S

Total AL time - - 10H:8M:24S 8H:51M:48S 8H:38M:30S
Total added data - - 40,000 30,000 50,000

2) Symptom Location Classification

For both the Base Dataset and Augmented Dataset scenarios
in symptom location classification experiments, F1 scores
of 0.75 and 0.93 were achieved, respectively, resulting in
an improvement of approximately 0.18 with the augmented
dataset. When using active learning approaches, RS, LC, and
UE all achieved improved results of 0.78, 0.81, and 0.93,
respectively, compared to the baseline performance. However,
RS and LC did not achieve the target performance of 0.93
and converged. RS showed limited improvement after the first
active learning process leading to marginal improvement and
convergence. LC demonstrated stable performance improve-
ment before convergence, requiring more AL time than RS.
However, UE not only achieved the biggest improvements but
required the shortest AL time among the three active learning
approaches.

3) Conversation Topic Classification

For both the Base Dataset and Augmented Dataset scenarios
in conversation topic classification experiments, F1 scores
of 0.42 and 0.48 were achieved, respectively, resulting in
an improvement of approximately 0.06 with the augmented
dataset. When using active learning approaches, RS, LC, and
UE all achieved improved results of 0.44, 0.44, and 0.48,
respectively, compared to the baseline performance. However,
RS and LC did not achieve the goal performance of 0.48
and converged. RS and LC showed limited improvement after
the first active learning process, leading to convergence. UE
demonstrated stable performance improvement before conver-
gence, requiring less AL time than others.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an active learning approach to address
the increased data processing and training costs in natural
language classification models. Active learning approaches ex-
tract the subset of data that has the most significant impact on
model performance improvement from data pool. A new ap-
proach, Uncertainty Ensemble, applies an ensemble technique
to uncertainty-based active learning approaches and aims to
minimize training costs with less impact on the outlier problem
in uncertainty-based active learning approaches. Experiments
are conducted on various natural language classification tasks,
including both specialized and general fields of Korean text
datasets, as well as cases with varying numbers of classes. The
results demonstrate that the UE approach consistently achieves
significant performance improvements.

Therefore, even in scenarios with limited resources or data,
and cases with a constrained number of classes, meaningful
performance enhancements of the model can be achieved with
minimal cost. However, while the ensemble technique helps
alleviate the outlier problem, inefficiency due to outliers still
exists. For future studies, we aim to explore the UE approach
while considering data density to address this issue.
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